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NEW YORK: From adulterous middle-aged mar-
rieds to millennials who say only freaks chat up
people in bars, millions of Americans are finding
love online as technology corners the market in
romance. New York has a reputation as a party
capital of the world, where sex is free and easy
and unmarried adults outnumber their married
counterparts. Glued to smartphones at every
waking moment, New Yorkers shop online for
everything from jobs to food. So why not love?
Promises of lasting happiness, a kinky affair or a
one-night stand-all at the click of a button-are
dangled before lonely hearts who sign onto a
dazzling array of dating sites.

Andrea Morales, a 25-year-old graduate stu-
dent from Costa Rica, used to think Internet dat-
ing was a bolt-hole for the desperate. Then she
moved to New York. A lot of people I met here
started telling me it’s super normal,” Morales
says. “At first I felt weird about it... but it’s really
hard to meet new people apart from your
friends.” She signed up to Tinder and OkCupid,
and found herself going on three dates a week.
She met her last girlfriend online. The couple
dated for seven months before breaking up. “I
didn’t have any really horrible experiences,” says
Morales. “But most of my straight friends had
horrible stories, because there are creepy men

out there.” Online dating is all the more attrac-
tive in a city where friendship groups are tight,
relationships at work can be perilous and where
dalliances in bars are viewed with suspicion or

quickly forgotten. About 31 percent of people
now meet their last love interest online, anthro-
pologist Helen Fisher told CNN. Match.com,
which claims to be the world’s largest dating

site, says it has created more than 10 million
relationships in the United States in 20 years. But
there are pitfalls: hackers breached the online
adultery website Ashley Madison-which claims
millions of users worldwide-and threatened to
expose data on users.

‘I’ll just swipe again’ 
“Technology is not changing love.

Technology is changing how we court,” Fisher
told CNN. “It can never change love. Love is an
ancient brain system.” Morales says she has
spent up to 20 minutes at a time “swiping”
through photographs of prospective dates on
Tinder. “In New York, there’s always someone
else. It’s just full of young, fairly educated, fun
people so there’s always this idea of whatever. I’ll
just swipe again,” she says. “I feel people are
more disposable.” Tinder was set up in 2012 and
claims to create 26 million matches around the
world every day. The app puts people in touch
who “swipe right” on photos of each other-indi-
cating potential attraction. “Tinder has revolu-
tionized the way that people meet,” a company
spokesperson trumpeted. “‘Swipe left’ and ‘swipe
right’ have become a part of the cultural vernac-
ular.” For younger New Yorkers, Tinder has
become a way of life-or at least a crutch to get

through lean times in love.
One 24-year-old woman, who works as a

designer and asked not to be named, said she
had a tight circle of friends and was younger
than her colleagues, so the Internet was the only
place to meet partners. “It’s creepy for men to hit
on you in a bar, or in the street or in a train,” she
said. “Most girls have that little edge that some-
thing bad will happen, that they (the men) are
freaks. “It weirds me out,” she says. “I’ve never
met up with someone I haven’t talked to for a
few days.” But an online facade can quickly
unravel in person. “One guy I thought was cool
and normal told me ‘I’m bisexual and I’m proba-
bly going to jail because of all these drugs I sold.’
And I was like, ‘I don’t actually like you very
much,’” she says.

Happy ever after 
Sites provide access to more potential part-

ners, but browsing and comparing can reduce
willingness to commit to one person, cautions
an article in the journal Psychological Science.
There is “little evidence” that “algorithms can
predict whether people are good matches or
will have chemistry with one another.” But cur-
riculum director Emily Helfgot, 42, and librarian
Robert Weinstein, 44, are the lucky ones. —AFP

BUENOS AIRES: It sounds like a science-
fiction nightmare. But “killer robots” have
the likes of British scientist Stephen
Hawking and Apple co-founder Steve
Wozniak fretting, and warning they
could fuel ethnic cleansing and an arms
race. Autonomous weapons, which use
artificial intelligence to select targets
without human intervention, have been
described as “the third revolution in war-
fare, after gunpowder and nuclear arms,”
around 1,000 technology chiefs wrote in
an open letter. Unlike drones, which
require a human hand in their action, this
kind of robot would have some
autonomous decision-making ability and
capacity to act.

“The key question for humanity
today is whether to start a global AI (arti-
ficial intelligence) arms race or to prevent
it from starting,” they wrote. “If any major
military power pushes ahead with AI
weapon development, a global arms
race is virtually inevitable,” said the letter
released at the opening of the 2015
International Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence in Buenos Aires. The
idea of an automated killing machine-
made famous by Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s “Terminator”-is mov-
ing swiftly from science fiction to reality,
according to the scientists. “The deploy-
ment of such systems is-practically if not
legally-feasible within years, not
decades,” the letter said.

Ethnic cleansing made easier? 
The scientists painted the doomsday

scenario of autonomous weapons falling
into the hands of terrorists, dictators or
warlords hoping to carry out ethnic
cleansing. “There are many ways in which
AI can make battlefields safer for
humans, especially civilians, without cre-
ating new tools for killing people,” the let-

ter said. In addition, the development of
such weapons, while potentially reduc-
ing the extent of battlefield casualties,
might also lower the threshold for going
to battle, noted the scientists. The group
concluded with an appeal for a “ban on
offensive autonomous weapons beyond
meaningful human control.” Elon Musk,
the billionaire co-founder of PayPal and
head of SpaceX, a private space-travel
technology venture, also urged the pub-
lic to join the campaign. “If you’re against
a military AI arms race, please sign this
open letter,” tweeted the tech boss.

Threat or not? 
Sounding a touch more moderate,

however, was Australia’s Toby Walsh. The
artificial intelligence professor at NICTA
and the University of New South Wales
noted that all technologies have poten-
tial for being used for good and evil ends.
Ricardo Rodriguez, an AI researcher at
the University of Buenos Aires, also said
worries could be overstated.

“Hawking believes that we are clos-
ing in on the Apocalypse with robots,
and that in the end, AI will be competing
with human intelligence,” he said. “But
the fact is that we are far from making
killer military robots.” Authorities are
gradually waking up to the risk of robot
wars.

Last May, for the first time, govern-
ments began talks on so-called “lethal
autonomous weapons systems.” In 2012,
Washington imposed a 10-year human
control requirement on automated
weapons, welcomed by campaigners
even though they said it should go fur-
ther. There have been examples of
weapons being stopped in their infancy.
After UN-backed talks, blinding laser
weapons were banned in 1998 before
they ever hit the battlefield.—AFP

UNITED KINGDOM: Amock “killer robot” pictured in central
London during the launching of a campaign to stop “Killer
Robots,” which calls for the ban of lethal robot weapons that
would be able to select and attack targets without any human
intervention.—AFP

HELSINKI: Finland’s Nokia,  once the
wor ld ’s  la rgest  phone maker,  has
unveiled a spherical camera designed
for making 3D movies and games that
can be watched and played with virtual
reality headsets. The device, showcased
at an event in Los Angeles, takes video
and audio in 360 degrees with eight sen-
sors and microphones, and is the first
from Nok ia’s  digital  media solutions
business- one of  i ts  new focuses  for
future growth.

Nokia is going through restructuring
after selling its mobile phone business
to Microsoft last year and following that
up with a proposed 15.6 bill ion euro
($17.2 bil l ion) acquisition of Alcatel-
Lucent, which is set to boost its main
net work  equipment  bus iness .  “ We

expect that virtual reality experiences
will soon radically enhance the way peo-
ple communicate and connect to stories,
entertainment, world events and each
other,” Nokia executive Ramzi Haidamus
said in a statement.

In May, GoPro introduced a similar
system using 16 cameras and Google’s
software, while several other technology
companies  such as  Facebook and
Samsung have announced di f ferent
plans to enter the virtual reality market.
Nokia is also planning to come back to
the phone business by designing and
licensing handsets once its deal with
Microsoft allows it to do that late next
year. The company, due to report quar-
terly results today, is also looking to sell
its navigation business here.—Reuters

Nokia launches
virtual reality camera

HONG KONG: Move over Tinder-a crop of
dating apps in smartphone-addicted Asia
is offering to recruit friends for group
dates or send along a chaperone to steer
the course of romance. While dating apps
developed in the West encourage one-on-
one, often no-strings-attached meetings,
many in Asia are as much about old-
school courtship or friendship in a region
where meeting a stranger in a bar can still
be a taboo. “My upbringing was very close
to my parents, religious, traditional and
old-fashioned. You couldn’t go on dates if
your parents didn’t know the guy,” said
Valenice Balace, who developed the
Peekawoo service in the Philippines two
years ago.

“I grew up with chaperoned dates and
even when I was in college my kid sister
was always with me on dates.”  Too shy to
make eye contact in bars as a singleton,
the 26-year-old turned to apps similar to
Tinder, which boasts tens of millions of
active users, where photos of potential
matches are instantly liked or rejected.
But after one man suggested he come to
her house after their first online conversa-
tion, Balace realized the set-up was not for

her. And so the Filipina entrepreneur cre-
ated an app which not only discouraged
users from meeting one-on-one but also
offered a chaperone service for those who
requested it. 

As Peekawoo expanded-it now has
around 7,000 members-it was no longer
practical for the small company to provide
a chaperone for every couple who asked
for one, and so Balace’s team started
organizing meetups instead. It is a model
shared by Hong Kong-based app Grouvly,
which sets up groups of six people for
dates.

‘Hard to meet people’ 
“When I came to Asia, I realized it was

hard to meet people,” explains
Colombian-born CEO Camilo Paredes. “I
also realized that most of the Asians were
somewhat shy, they’re not confrontation-
al, they don’t put themselves out there.”
His solution was to mimic American
Grouper, which matches two people
according to the information on their
Facebook profiles, then asks them to
bring two friends with them to a bar for a
six-person meet up.  While the majority of

pairings are men meeting women, there is
also the option of all-male or all-female
dates.

“One-on-one can be super awkward.
Two-on-two is still slightly awkward, but
three-on-three is the magic number,” says
Paredes. Alongside expats, Hong Kongers
now make up 50 percent of Grouvly’s
users. In Singapore, most users are locals
and there are plans to roll out the service
to Japan, South Korea, Australia and
China. “For me, if somebody else likes the
guy, they can have them,” says Aly, a 24-
year-old blogger from the UK and Grouvly
regular.

“Ok, they’re nice, but I’ve met them for
what, two hours? I’m not going to cry
about it.” Aly finds these apps can be as
much about making friends as looking for
love, with Peekawoo’s founder saying this
change of focus also allows women to
take back control. “ There was one
Peekawoo event where a Filipino-
American guy offended a Filipina girl by
asking her to go home with him,” Balace
remembered. “I told her, ‘I’m proud of you’.
We told the guy what he did was wrong,
and we never invited him again.”

‘Sign of promiscuity’ 
Even if the Singapore-based Paktor-

which claims 3.5 million registered users-is
less averse to hook ups, it has recently also
added functions such as group chats.
“People either organize a group meeting
or they reach out to one person in that
chat to have a conversation with them,”
explains Joseph Phua, 31, co-founder of
the app. “It’s true that people here tend to
be more reserved, less direct,” he added.
“Asian society feels failure or rejection
more strongly, it’s just part of the fabric of
society. That carries on into the dating
space as well.” While apps are being creat-
ed or tweaked to adapt to tamer local sen-
sibilities, others like China’s WeChat can
lead to casual trysts with a location-based
“Shake” function.

But meeting a partner online in a glob-
al hub like Hong Kong still remains less
common than in the West-despite 62.80
percent of people owning a smartphone,
according to Google figures. A 2011 sur-
vey led by Emil Ng Man-Lun of Hong Kong
University’s Family Institute found that just
five percent of locals had met a partner
online or via an app, compared to 22 per-

cent of Americans, according to Stanford
University research published that year.
“Our impression is that this is rising. But by
how much it is rising, we are not sure yet,”
Ng says. “People think they are a sign of

promiscuity. They worry that they get into
intimacy too early, without sufficient time
for knowing each other. It seems, however,
that these theories have not stopped peo-
ple from using them.”—-AFP

Swipe right: Dating apps change US courtship rituals

No sci-fi joke: ‘Killer robots’ 
strike fear into tech leaders

‘AI will be competing with human intelligence’

NEW YORK: Technology changes rules of New York courtship Emily Helfgot and
her husband Robert Weinstein, who met each other through an online dating
website, pose in their apartment in Brooklyn.—AFP

SHANGHAI: Chinese e-commerce giant
Alibaba will invest $1.0 billion in its
cloud computing arm to expand its
international presence, the company
said yesterday, as it looks outside its
core business and beyond traditional
markets. The Aliyun unit will use the
funds in part to set up cloud comput-
ing centers in Singapore and Japan, as
well as in the Middle East and Europe,
Alibaba said in a statement. New York-
l isted Alibaba’s Tmall.com site is
believed to command more than half
the Chinese market for business-to-
consumer transactions,  while its
Taobao platform holds more than 90
percent of the consumer-to-consumer
market in China.

The Aliyun unit already provides
cloud computing services through five
data centers in China and its special

administrative region of Hong Kong,
and earlier this year made its first foray
further afield with one in the US tech-
nology hub Silicon Valley. “This addi-
tional $1.0 billion investment is just the
beginning,” Alibaba’s chief executive
officer Daniel Zhang said in the state-
ment. “Our hope is for Aliyun to contin-
ually empower customers and partners
with new capabilities and help compa-
nies upgrade their basic infrastructure.”
Alibaba offers business services to sev-
eral companies through the Internet
“cloud” including US chip giant Intel,
Singapore Telecom (Singtel) and Hong
Kong-based Towngas, the statement
said. Alibaba yesterday also announced
it will pursue “strategic collaboration”
with a Chinese software company,
Yonyou, for cloud computing, big data
and other areas, it said.—AP

China’s Alibaba to invest 
$1.0 bn in cloud computing

A couple taking a “selfie” next to Victoria Harbor.

This photo taken on June 30, 2015 shows Camilo Paredes, the Colombian-
born co-founder and CEO of Hong Kong-based dating app Grouvly, dis-
playing his company’s website at his office.—AFP photos

Camilo Paredes, the Colombian-born co-founder and CEO of Hong Kong-
based dating app Grouvly, laughing during an interview with AFP at his
office.

HONG KONG: Emil Ng Man-Lun of Hong Kong University’s Family Institute
speaking during an interview with AFP.

For dating apps in Asia, love by numbers or chaperone


